NEW JERSEY RESIDENCE

LOCATION
Bridgewater, New Jersey

SERIES
Single Slope Skylight with Double Pitch Dormer

GLAZING
1" LoE 272 Insulated Laminated

FINISH
AAMA 2603 Bronze

GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE
553 sq. ft

SIZE OF SKYLIGHT
Width 16' 5"
Height 10' 11"

MARYLAND RESIDENCE

LOCATION
Hagerstown, Maryland

SERIES
Straight Eave Double Pitch Lantern Skylight

GLAZING
1" LoE 272 Insulated Tempered

FINISH
Custom ‘Alcoa Desert Sand’

SIZE OF SKYLIGHT
Length 34'
Width 14' 7"
Height 7' 5"
**HAWAII RESIDENCE**

**LOCATION**
Maui, Hawaii

**SERIES**
12-Sided Polygon Skylight

**GLAZING**
1” LoE 272 Insulated Heat Strengthened Laminated

**FINISH**
Class I Clear Anodized

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
324 sq. ft

**SIZE OF SKYLIGHT**
Diameter 18’ 6”
Height 7’ 5”

---

**GEORGIA RESIDENCE**

**LOCATION**
Sea Island, Georgia

**SERIES**
Straight Eave Double Pitch Lantern Skylight

**GLAZING**
1” EZ Clean Insulated Laminated

**FINISH**
AAMA 2603 Hartford Green

**GLASS SQUARE FOOTAGE**
1,020 sq. ft

**SIZE OF SKYLIGHT**
Length 29’
Width 35’
Height 10’